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Abstract

In a context of automation of cryo-electron microscopy, we developed a novel method for improving visibility of diffraction rings in
the power spectra of cryo-electron micrographs of vitreous ice (without carbon film or high concentration of diffracting material). We
used these enhanced spectra to semi-automatically detect and remove micrographs and/or local areas introducing errors in the global 3D
map (drifted and charged areas) or those unable to increase global signal-to-noise ratio (non-diffracting areas). Our strategy also allows a
detection of micrographs/areas with a strong astigmatism. These images should be removed when using algorithms that do not correct
astigmatism. Our sorting method is simple and fast since it uses the normalized cross-correlation between enhanced spectra and their
copies rotated by 90�. It owes its success mainly to the novel pre-processing of power spectra. The improved visibility also allows an
easier visual check of accuracy of sorting. We show that our algorithm can even improve the visibility of diffraction rings of cryo-electron
micrographs of pure water. Moreover, we show that this visibility depends strongly on ice thickness. This algorithm is implemented in the
Xmipp (open-source image processing package) and is freely available for implementation in any other software package.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) of randomly ori-
ented single particles, when combined with three-dimen-
sional (3D) reconstruction techniques is an efficient
method to study the architecture of macromolecular
assemblies in their native states (Dubochet et al., 1982;
Lepault et al., 1983; Frank, 1996). Automated methods
for data collection increase the data quantity that can be
collected during a single cryo-EM session (Potter et al.,
1999; Carragher et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2001). These
methods combined with techniques for automated particle
picking (for review and comparative study, see, Nicholson
and Glaeser, 2001; Zhu et al., 2004, respectively) can
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generate a 3D map at sub-nanometer resolution within
24 h after inserting the specimen grid into the microscope
(Zhu et al., 2001).

However, for a high-resolution reconstruction, data
quality is as much important as data quantity. Beside sam-
ple heterogeneity that can be explored by 3D variance esti-
mation (Grob et al., 2006; Penczek et al., 2006a,b), contrast
transfer function (CTF) of electron microscopes is another
element that affects attainable resolution of 3D reconstruc-
tions (Hanszen, 1971; Lenz, 1971; Spence, 1988; Hawkes,
1992; Wade, 1992; Frank, 1996). Many algorithms have
been developed to determine parameters of the CTF for
its subsequent correction (Tani et al., 1996; Zhu et al.,
1997; Conway and Steven, 1999; Ludtke et al., 1999; Rad-
ermacher et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2003; Mindell and Gri-
gorieff, 2003; Sander et al., 2003; Velázquez-Muriel et al.,
2003; Mallick et al., 2005). However, since they are based
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on fitting of a CTF model to the power spectrum, they may
fail on micrographs with very poorly visible diffraction or
Thon rings. This usually happens when recording large vit-
reous ice areas with no supporting carbon film underneath,
or with only a few single particles per cryo-EM image field.
Hence, CTF parameter determination is commonly done
using the average of the power spectra computed from
local areas of a micrograph, under the assumption that
local power spectra can be described with the same param-
eters everywhere in the micrograph, which is often not true
(Gao et al., 2002).

There are methods that allow a visual inspection of
the power spectrum and of the fit, and those that allow
a semi-automatic determination of CTF parameters
using a graphical interface in case automatic procedure
would fail (Zhou et al., 1996; Ludtke et al., 1999). How-
ever, there have been few attempts to sort these power
spectra according to their shape in order to remove
problematic micrographs, showing drift or fuzzy diffrac-
tion rings. For example, to assay local quality of cryo-
EM images taken on carbon grids with thin carbon film,
Gao and colleagues (Gao et al., 2002) used multivariate
statistical analysis (MSA) of rotationally averaged power
spectra of micrograph pieces (van Heel and Frank, 1981;
Lebart et al., 1984; van Heel, 1984). They discovered
significant variations in the falloff of power spectra of
local areas. MSA has been also used to sort power spec-
tra of picked particles according to similar CTF param-
eters (Sander et al., 2003). To suppress large signal at
the center of the power spectrum and to raise signal
strength in regions with fast sign changes of the CTF,
images were high-pass filtered before power spectra com-
putation, using an inverse Gaussian filter (Sander et al.,
2003). Then, the average of each class of power spectra
(with similar CTF parameters) was used to estimate iter-
atively CTF parameters. Moreover, defocus variation
between neighbouring micrograph areas was investigated
as a function of the area size, using test images of a
specimen that was prepared employing three cryo-EM
techniques (cryo-preparation in holey-carbon films,
cryo-preparation on constant support carbon film, and
cryo-negative staining) (Sander et al., 2003). Similarly,
a global average power spectrum of masked particle
images boxed from a given micrograph was used to
improve the visibility of diffraction rings (Zhou et al.,
1996).

A common technique for computing the global aver-
age power spectrum of a given micrograph is the tech-
nique of averaged overlapping periodograms (Welch,
1967; Fernández et al., 1997; Zhu et al., 1997). Given
a finite, discrete spatial series (e.g., a digitized micro-
graph), one can estimate its power spectrum density
(PSD) by computing the periodogram, which is the
squared amplitude of the discrete Fourier transform of
the series. However, the periodogram is a biased and
inconsistent estimate of the power spectrum. Since, it
can fluctuate a lot around the true power spectrum
(the standard deviation of the estimate might have the
same magnitude as the quantity being estimated), the
method of averaged overlapping periodograms has been
designed. This method reduces the variance of the esti-
mate by averaging periodograms from a large number
of overlapping image pieces. However, to improve the
resolution of the estimate, one has to increase the size
of the pieces. Thus, to approach both goals, one has
to make a trade-off between the number of pieces and
their size. In the area of one-dimensional signal process-
ing, Welch showed that the variance is reduced by
almost a factor of two if the overlap between the pieces
is one-half of their length (Welch, 1967). In electron
microscopy image processing, Zhu and colleagues pro-
posed to reduce the variance further by computing a
one-dimensional rotational average of the two-dimen-
sional power spectrum estimate (Zhu et al., 1997). How-
ever, this radial averaging cannot be used when aiming
at detecting radial asymmetry such as astigmatism or
drift.

In this paper, we describe a novel method for improve-
ment of the visibility of diffraction rings, even on images
of vitreous ice without underlying carbon support film.
This method relies mainly on a band-pass filtering of
the two-dimensional PSD estimate obtained by averaging
overlapping periodograms. We demonstrate the efficiency
of this method using simulated micrographs, experimental
cryo-electron micrographs of a macromolecular complex,
and even using micrographs of pure (Micropore�) water
on classical holey-carbon grids without additional carbon
film. The main goal of this work was not to use these
enhanced power spectra for accurate estimation of CTF
parameters. Our goal was simply to identify drifted entire
micrographs and/or defective (charged) local areas from
which picked particles would introduce errors into 3D
reconstruction. After having tested several approaches,
we developed a very simple but efficient semi-automatic
method for sorting of enhanced PSDs computed from
entire micrographs and/or their local areas. This method
is based on the normalized cross-correlation (NCC)
between enhanced PSDs and their copies rotated by 90�.
Although this criterion is meant to primarily reject drifted
areas/micrographs, we use it also to remove non-diffract-
ing (without diffraction rings) areas/micrographs that do
not contain information susceptible to improve signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the final 3D map. If the available
data set is small, we can accept non-drifted areas/micro-
graphs diffracting poorly (with a small number of rings,
sometimes, only one) because they can still increase a
poor SNR. However, when a large amount of data is
available, we can afford to reject images coming from
such areas/micrographs. This rejection could be done
visually, which is facilitated by our enhancement algo-
rithm. Moreover, the NCC criterion for automatic rejec-
tion can be used to reject strongly astigmatic areas/
micrographs when correcting the CTF with strategies that
do not take into account the astigmatism.
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2. Methods

2.1. Enhancement of diffraction rings

To estimate the PSD of a micrograph (or of a local
area), we first divide it in a set of pieces that overlap by
50% and compute the squared amplitude of the discrete
Fourier transform of each piece (i.e., periodograms). We
estimate the PSD by averaging periodograms of all pieces
(Fig. 1A). To improve the visibility of diffraction rings in
the PSD estimate, we first apply a logarithm function
(Fig. 1B), which facilitates the visualization of small ampli-
tudes in the spectrum.

Due to a low SNR in cryo-electron micrographs, and
consequently in their periodograms, it is quite common
to find extremely large or small values that appear in com-
plete discrepancy with other values in the PSD estimate.
These values are outliers that prevent a correct visualiza-
tion of the PSD estimate and that might bias posterior sort-
ing. To avoid these two inconveniences, we apply an outlier
rejection step comprising two standard algorithms: median
filtering followed by histogram clipping (Fig. 1C).

Median filtering consists in replacing the value of each
pixel by the median value of the pixels covered by a square
Fig. 1. Consecutive steps for computation of enhanced PSDs containing
diffraction rings with significantly improved visibility.
window centered on the same pixel. For the experiment
described here, the square window for median filtering
was of size 3 · 3 pixels.

Histogram clipping is another common outlier rejection
algorithm. Given the histogram of the median-filtered
image, one can compute its Lth percentile (the minimum
pixel intensity giving L percent of pixels with intensities
below this minimum value). We use this statistics to per-
form clipping of the smallest and of the highest pixel inten-
sities. We therefore set 1% of pixels with the smallest
intensities to the value determined by the 1st percentile.
Similarly, we set 1% of pixels with the highest values to
the value determined by the 99th percentile.

To remove the background, we then filter the image
using a band-pass Fourier filter with the band [0.05, 0.2]
and with a cosine edge of width 0.02 (Fig. 1D) (remark:
we used here normalized frequency units where Nyquist
frequency corresponds to 0.5). Note that this band-pass fil-
ter must be designed taking into account the distance
between two neighbouring CTF zeros (in this paper, this
distance is called ‘‘ring width’’ and measured in Fourier
pixels), which depends on the sampling rate and on the
expected defocus. For instance, if the ring width is N Fou-
rier pixels, then the associated frequency for the band-pass
filtration is 1/N. Thus, our filtration in the frequency range
between 0.05 and 0.2 is adapted to the ring widths in the
range between 5 and 20 Fourier pixels. We will show fur-
ther in this section an illustration of the influence of the
sampling rate and of the defocus value on the ring width
and on the CTF extent. In this paper, we use the term
‘‘CTF extent’’ to refer to the area in the power spectrum
over which CTF can be detected. The size of this area
depends on how far out the image diffracts.

In the next step, we compute the mean value and the
standard deviation on the region defined by an annular
mask with the inner radius 0.025 and with the outer radius
0.2 (both radii in normalized frequency units) (Fig. 1E).
Again, this mask was defined considering the actual CTF
extent. Namely, occurrence of the first diffraction ring must
be taken into account by the inner radius (here 0.025) while
outer diffraction rings must be included below the outer
radius (here 0.2).

Finally, we use the statistics computed in Fig. 1E to nor-
malize the processed PSD images (Fig. 1F). The normaliza-
tion is done by an arithmetic modification of the intensity
of each pixel, which consists in a subtraction of the mean
intensity value under the mask and a subsequent division
by the standard deviation value under the same mask.
The resulting image (called ‘‘enhanced PSDs’’ throughout
this paper) is finally masked using an annular mask with
the same inner radius as the mask described above
(0.025) but with a 10% smaller outer radius (0.18)
(Fig. 1G).

To illustrate the influence of the sampling rate and of the
defocus value on the width of the diffraction rings and on
the CTF extent, we show in Fig. 2 the PSDs of a
synthesized micrograph influenced by three different CTFs.



Fig. 2. Influence of pixel size and of defocus values on the width of diffraction rings and on the PSD extent. log(PSD + 1) of a synthesized, CTF-influenced
micrograph for the following three combinations of pixel size and defocus: (A and D) pixel size = 1.6 Å · 1.6 Å, defocus = �2.5 lm, (B and E) pixel
size = 3.2 Å · 3.2 Å, defocus = �2.5 lm, and (C and F) pixel size = 1.6 Å · 1.6 Å, defocus = �1.25 lm. A circular mask with the radius 0.025 (in
normalized frequency units) was applied in (A–C). An annular mask with the inner radius of 0.025 and the outer radius of 0.2 (in normalized frequency
units) was applied in (D–F). Note that these images are shown on the entire normalized frequency range (from �0.5 to 0.5).
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The simulated micrograph had a size 2048 · 2048 pixels
and contained no particles but only a Gaussian white noise
with a standard deviation of 1. The CTFs were simulated
without astigmatism using a model proposed by Veláz-
quez-Muriel et al. (Velázquez-Muriel et al., 2003). The first
CTF was simulated for a pixel size of 1.6 Å · 1.6 Å and a
defocus of �2.5 lm (Fig. 2A). The second was computed
for a pixel size of 3.2 Å · 3.2 Å and a defocus of �2.5 lm
(Fig. 2B) while the third was simulated for a pixel size of
1.6 Å · 1.6 Å and a defocus of �1.25 lm (Fig. 2C). The
other parameters of the CTF model were identical in all
three cases (the acceleration voltage of 200 kV and the
spherical aberration of 0.5 mm). Note that the spherical
aberration coefficient and the voltage were chosen to simu-
late the experimental conditions on our JEOL JEM 2100F
with an ultra high-resolution pole piece. Fig. 2A–C show
the estimated PSDs on the whole normalized frequency
range (from �0.5 to 0.5) after applying the logarithmic
operator. Note that the visibility of small values was addi-
tionally improved by masking the central parts of the PSDs
using a circular mask with a radius of 0.025 in normalized
frequency units. From these figures, we see how the CTF
extent increases as we are approaching to the focus for
the same pixel size (Fig. 2C vs. Fig. 2A). Also, we see
how the width of the diffraction rings increases (conse-
quently, the CTF extent increases too) as the pixel size is
increasing for the same defocus value (Fig. 2B vs.
Fig. 2A). These examples indicate how one should select
the size of the annular mask in Fig. 1E. The influence of
the mask size on the number of diffraction rings taken into
account with the mask can be seen in Fig. 2D–F, which
present the images from Fig. 2A–C masked using an annu-
lar mask with the inner radius of 0.025 and the outer radius
of 0.2. For instance, we took into account almost all the
rings in the case of the pixel size 1.6 Å · 1.6 Å and the defo-
cus �2.5 lm (Fig. 2D) while, using the same mask, we took
into account only the first two rings in the case of a four
times larger pixel (3.2 Å · 3.2 Å) and the same defocus
value (Fig. 2E).

2.2. Sorting

When considering most of the effects that can affect the
quality of an electron microscope image, they almost
always induce some anisotropy in the PSD image. For
instance, a perfect micrograph produces a set of circular
diffraction rings, while astigmatism produces ellipsoidal
diffraction rings. Also, thermal drift of the cryo-holder
induces a truncation of diffraction rings perpendicularly
to the direction of movement, as if chopped down by two
parallel blades. A micrograph showing this defect has a
constant drift all over its local areas. Therefore, when look-
ing at local power spectra of such micrographs, they all
show the same behaviour. Conversely, local charging
effects on a frozen-hydrated sample are most likely respon-
sible for having both drifted and non-drifted local areas
within the same micrograph. In this paper, we use the term
‘‘local drift’’ to specify that it occurs only on some parts of
a micrograph.

To detect any of these anisotropic patterns, we com-
pared each enhanced PSD image with its own copy rotated
by 90�. To perform this pair-wise comparison, we comput-
ed the normalized cross correlation (NCC) between these
two images, which is a simple and fast computation.



Fig. 3. Four examples of enhanced PSDs from a series computed for
twenty synthesized, CTF-influenced micrographs whose defocus value
along the y-axis was varying from �2.5 to �4.4 lm, with a step of
�1.0 lm, while all remaining CTF parameters were constant (defocus
value along the x-axis = �2.5 lm, angle of astigmatism = 0�, acceleration
voltage = 200 kV, spherical aberration = 0.5 mm, and sampling
rate = 1.59 Å). The absolute value of the difference between the defocus
values in the x- and y-directions for each of four micrographs is given in
the lower right corner of the corresponding sub-panel.
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Furthermore, we found that this measure was sufficiently
discriminative to sort different PSD patterns according to
their (an)isotropy. The NCC is defined as

NCC ¼ maxj

P
k fk � f
� �

gk�j � g
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
k fk � f
� �2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
k gk � gð Þ2

q ; ð1Þ

where fk and gk are the samples of two images at the pixel
coordinate k, and f and g are the mean values of the cor-
responding images. The denominator in Eq. (2) serves to
normalize correlation coefficients such that �1 6 NCC 6
1, NCC = 1 indicating maximum correlation (here, ideally
circular diffraction rings), NCC = 0 no correlation,
NCC = �1 meaning that one image is the inverse of the
other, and �1 < NCC < 0 meaning that one image has
small values in the same part where the other image has
large values. In the ideal case of perfectly circular rings
without noise, the NCC depends neither on the number
of rings nor on the contrast in the spectrum (NCC = 1
for any number of rings and for any contrast). In reality,
however, noise in the spectra and imperfect circularity of
the rings lead to different NCC values below 1.

The sorting based on the NCC is a semi-automatic
method since one has to draw a limit to discriminate prob-
lematic micrographs/areas from usable ones. However,
fixed boundaries for NCC values simplify the selection of
a threshold value by the user. Moreover, a display of
enhanced PSDs after being ranked according to increasing
NCC values provides really a good help for selecting the
threshold NCC value.

We have tested the NCC similarity measure in a fully
controlled simulation environment that allowed for an
objective assessment of its utility for sorting. We evaluated
its dependence on the intensity of a simulated astigmatism.
For this, we used the synthesized micrograph from Section
2.1 (of size 2048 · 2048 pixels, and containing no particles
but only a Gaussian white noise with a standard deviation
of 1). We computed 20 CTF-influenced micrographs by
applying 20 different CTFs on the synthesized micrograph
(according to the same CTF model as the one used in Sec-
tion 2.1 (Velázquez-Muriel et al., 2003)). Each CTF was
corresponding to a selected defocus value along the y-axis
that was in the range from �2.5 to �4.4 lm, with a step
of �1.0 lm. All remaining parameters of the CTF model
were kept constant (defocus value along the x-ax-
is = �2.5 lm; angle of astigmatism = 0�, acceleration volt-
age = 200 kV, spherical aberration = 0.5 mm, and
sampling rate = 1.59 Å). Each of these CTF-influenced
micrographs was processed using our algorithm for com-
putation of enhanced PSDs (Fig. 1). Four out of 20
enhanced PSD images are shown in Fig. 3A–D. The inten-
sity of astigmatism is indicated by the absolute value of the
difference between the defocus values in the x- and y-direc-
tions, and it is given in the lower right corner of the respec-
tive sub-panel (0.0 lm for no astigmatism, Fig. 3A; 1.9 lm
for the maximum astigmatism, Fig. 3D).
Then, we computed the NCC between these images and
their copies rotated by 90�. For instance, the NCC for the
image with no astigmatism was 0.97. We show in Fig. 4 the
NCC as a function of the intensity of astigmatism. Note
that the NCC falls below 0.5 as soon as the intensity of
astigmatism increases above approximately 0.15 lm. The
NCC for each of the tested discrete defocus differences is
denoted by a cross. The numbers above the crosses indicate
images (from 1 to 20, 1 stands for the image with no astig-
matism, 20 stands for the image with the maximum astig-
matism) that were ranked according to decreasing NCC
values. We see that PSDs were perfectly sorted according
to the intensity of astigmatism for the intensities below
approximately 0.8 lm. For a stronger astigmatism than
0.8 lm, three images (9, 10, and 11) were wrongly ranked.
In these three cases, however, the NCC had very small val-
ues (lower than 0.12). The error of 0.03 for the image with
no astigmatism as well as a wrong sorting of three images
with the astigmatism stronger than 0.8 lm (and with
NCC < 0.12) mainly come from the noise that is present
in the spectrum. This noise is mostly visible on the first dif-
fraction ring in the enhanced PSDs (Fig. 3A–D). We can
also see that very astigmatic spectra have a much lower
SNR in the domain of high frequencies than in the domain
of low frequencies (Fig. 3C and D). This means that we
introduce more noise into computation of the NCC in case
of such spectra because we compute the NCC using the



Fig. 4. Assessment of quality of the NCC similarity measure for sorting
purposes, in a fully controlled simulation environment. NCC as a function
of the absolute value of the difference between the defocus values in the x-
and y-directions. The NCC value for any of 20 tested defocus differences
(from 0 to 1.9 lm) is marked by a cross. The numbers of PSDs ranked
according to decreasing NCC values are displayed above the crosses.
Ideally, the image numbers should be ranked in ascending order (from 1 to
20) as the absolute value of the difference between the two principal
defocus values increases from 0 to 1.9 lm.
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entire enhanced PSD image covered by the annular mask.
This noise may cause a wrong sorting of images with low
NCC values such as our three images with NCC < 0.12.
Another potential sources of errors are imperfections of
the PSD estimate that can be made during periodogram
averaging (quality of the estimate depends on the number
of averaged periodograms and on the box size). Also, the
centering of the spectra may produce artifacts (for exam-
ple, a vertical central line that is visible in each sub-panel
of Fig. 3). They mean that we may not be able to simulate
the perfect isotropy even in the ideal case with no noise (the
maximum NCC would be slightly lower than 1). This anal-
ysis suggests that we should generally reject images with the
NCC below 0.12 because we cannot trust the sorting results
for such low NCC values.

We have also tested a few other criterions (such as the
cross-correlation index, the covariance, and the Euclidian
distance) to see how they sort enhanced PSD images with
simulated astigmatism. However, the ranking using these
criterions was less correct than when using the NCC
criterion.

3. Experiments

3.1. Glutamate synthase (GltS) data set

The specimen used in these experiments is glutamate
synthase (GltS), which is a multienzymatic complex formed
with glutamine synthetase, the main ammonia assimilation
pathway in microorganisms and plants. The GltS sample
was diluted at a concentration of 9.25 mg/ml (30 lM), in
a Hepes/KOH 25 mM, pH 7.5, buffer with EDTA 1 mM,
DTT 1 mM. A droplet of 5 ll of sample solution was
applied on a 400-mesh copper grid, coated with a thin hol-
ey-carbon film. After blotting the excess of solution with
Whatman paper, the grid was rapidly plunged into liquid
ethane and transferred under liquid nitrogen into the
microscope using a side entry nitrogen-cooled Gatan 626
cryoholder (Dubochet et al., 1982). Images in a defocus
range from �1.7 to �3.2 lm were recorded on a JEOL
JEM 2100F with an ultra high-resolution pole piece, with-
out tilt, with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV, a spherical
aberration of 0.5 mm, and a magnification of 50000·.
Images were recorded under low dose conditions (10 elec-
trons per A2) on Kodak SO 163 films. Micrographs were
digitized on a Nikon Coolscan 8000ED microdensitometer
with a pixel size equivalent to a 1.59 Å · 1.59 Å square on
the sample scale. The final 3D map of the GltS obtained
from this data set corresponds to a global resolution of less
than FSC0.5 = 9.5 Å (in preparation for publication by
Cottevieille et al.).

3.2. Performances of the PSD enhancement algorithm

3.2.1. Enhanced PSDs of the GltS complex

In the experiments on entire micrographs of the GltS
complex, we achieved a good trade off between the resolu-
tion of the PSD estimate and its variance reduction using a
box size of 512 · 512 pixels. This box size produced about
1000 periodograms per micrograph. To visually check the
effect of our PSD enhancement algorithm, we selected the
averaged power spectrum of an isotropic and of an aniso-
tropic micrograph (Fig. 5A and B, respectively). Note that
the isotropic spectrum was selected arbitrarily (as we will
see later, it is actually not the spectrum of the best quality
computed for the available data set). To help the visualiza-
tion of small amplitudes, we applied a circular mask with a
radius of 0.025 (in normalized frequency units) on the cen-
tral area of the raw averaged power spectra. Despite this
precaution, Fig. 5A and B reveal only the first two diffrac-
tion rings, although weak. The remaining rings start faintly
appearing only after applying the logarithmic operator
(Fig. 5C and D). However, they become easily visible after
applying the successive steps of our enhancement algorithm
(Fig. 5E and F). Moreover, these enhanced PSDs facilitate
the quality assessment of micrographs. In our example, to
say whether the two micrographs are isotropic or aniso-
tropic, or which kind of anisotropic features they contain
(astigmatism or drift), it is easier to inspect Fig. 5E and
F than A and B or C and D. Thus, by looking at the
enhanced PSDs, we can easily see that the micrograph cor-
responding to Fig. 5E is isotropic since it displays a nice
circular pattern while the micrograph corresponding to
Fig. 5F is drifted as its enhanced PSD contains truncated
diffraction rings. Note that, from Fig. 5 on, we show only
a central part of PSD images, which is covered by the
annular mask. Therefore, the size of all the remaining
PSD figures in this paper is 212 · 212 pixels (remark:
212/2 = 106 pixels, which corresponds to a normalized fre-



Fig. 5. PSD enhancement for two micrographs of the glutamate synthase
complex on classical holey-carbon grids without additional carbon film.
(A and B) Raw PSDs. (C and D) log(PSD + 1). (E and F) PSDs enhanced
using the algorithm from Fig. 1. A circular mask with a radius of 0.025 (in
normalized frequency units) was applied in (A–D) to mask the central
area. An annular mask with the inner radius of 0.025 and the outer radius
of 0.18 (in normalized frequency units) was applied in (E and F) as a part
of the enhancement algorithm. Note that only a central image part is
shown in (A–F), which corresponds to the normalized frequency range
from �0.21 to 0.21.

Fig. 6. Enhancement of PSDs in case of a low concentration of diffracting
material. Four out of six enhanced PSDs computed for a defocus series of
cryo-electron micrographs recorded in similar cryo-EM conditions as with
the glutamate synthase complex, but using its buffer alone.
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quency of 0.21 and, for the data set used here, to a spatial
frequency of 1/7.6 Å�1).

3.2.2. Enhanced PSDs of buffer or water alone

Since the visibility of diffraction rings seemed to be
greatly improved by our enhancement algorithm, we decid-
ed to test it in two extreme conditions. First, we computed
enhanced PSDs for a defocus series of six cryo-electron
micrographs recorded in similar cryo-EM conditions as
with the GltS complex, but only with the buffer solution
used for recording the GltS images (enhanced PSDs of four
out of six micrographs of the buffer are shown in Fig. 6).
These images were collected in strongly controlled imaging
conditions. One of our goals was also to simulate imperfect
conditions in one of the shots. Thus, we simulated a weak
drift in one of the images by touching the column of the
microscope (Fig. 6D). As the reader can see, the visibility
of diffraction rings is very strong in Fig. 6A–C and it is
slightly weaker in case of Fig. 6D. The composition of
the buffer solution was quite common and its ionic strength
was small (25 mM KOH).

Encouraged by this first result, we made a second test
using a defocus series of six cryo-electron micrographs of
Micropore� water alone on the cryo-EM grid. This time
the success rate was lower as only three enhanced PSDs
out of six showed distinct diffraction rings. Two out of
three enhanced PSDs showing no visible rings are present-
ed in Fig. 7A and B while two out of three enhanced PSDs
showing visible rings are given in Fig. 7C and D. At first
sight, we could not explain why certain areas of pure vitre-
ous ice were producing diffraction patterns while, on the
same grid and in similar experimental conditions, other
areas could not. However, after checking micrographs
and the experimental conditions at the electron micro-
scope, we concluded that ice thickness was responsible
for producing visible diffraction rings. Indeed, the JEOL
2100F electron microscope is equipped with fluorescent
screens that can detect and measure the intensity of the
electron beam in the projection chamber. After recording
an image, we expose usually the same sample area again
to measure the intensity of the electron beam transmitted
through the sample. This time, it turned out that the vitre-
ous ice which did not produce diffraction rings correspond-
ed to a transmitted current density of 7.9 pA/cm2 (Fig. 7A),
8.5 pA/cm2, and 9.1 pA/cm2 (Fig. 7B). Conversely, the
holes with vitreous ice producing diffraction rings corre-
sponded to a transmitted current density of 10.5 pA/cm2



Fig. 7. Enhancement of PSDs of six cryo-electron micrographs recorded
in similar cryo-EM conditions as with the glutamate synthase complex,
but using pure water. Influence of ice thickness (the respective current
densities transmitted through ice are indicated in each sub-panel). (A and
B) Two out of three enhanced PSDs coming from thick ice. (C and D)
Two out of three enhanced PSDs coming from thin ice.

Fig. 8. Four out of 16 global enhanced PSDs of the glutamate synthase
complex that were sorted as having the lowest NCC values (from 0.057 to
0.141), presenting drift (A and C), invisible diffraction rings (B), or a
strong astigmatism (D).
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(Fig. 7C), 10.6 pA/cm2, and 10.7 pA/cm2 (Fig. 7D), and
holes without vitreous ice corresponded to approximately
13.5 pA/cm2. Knowing that a bigger amount of transmit-
ted current indicates a thinner ice, we concluded that the
enhanced PSDs in Fig. 7A and B originated from thick
ice while those in Fig. 7C and D were produced by thin
ice. Although these values do not provide an accurate mea-
surement of ice thickness, they strongly suggest that vitre-
ous ice of pure water must be sufficiently thin to be able
to produce visible diffraction rings.

We can notice a difference between Figs. 6 and 7 leading
to the question of why a buffer solution produces diffrac-
tion rings of a better quality than pure water. A buffer solu-
tion contains diffracting materials that pure water does not.
Thanks to their diffraction, quality of the spectra is better
than in case of pure water. Also, a different SNR in two fig-
ures (the SNR is much lower in Fig. 7 than in Fig. 6) makes
visualization different in the two cases.

3.3. Sorting using 90� rotated PSDs

3.3.1. Sorting of entire micrographs

We first computed the enhanced PSDs of 151 whole
micrographs of the GltS complex (Section 3.1). Then, we
cross-correlated each enhanced PSD with its 90� rotated
copy, and ranked them according to their increasing
NCC values. We shown in Fig. 8A–D four out of 16 PSDs
associated with the lowest NCC values (from 0.057 to
0.141). They apparently correspond to drifted micrographs
(Fig. 8A and C), micrographs devoid of visible diffraction
rings (Fig. 8B), and micrographs with a strong astigmatism
(Fig. 8D). According to our selection criterion, micro-
graphs with invisible or drifted rings should not be used
for 3D reconstruction while astigmatic micrographs may
be used when applying strategies that can correct the
astigmatism.

Conversely, 16 PSDs with the highest NCC values (from
0.580 to 0.726) have clearly visible circular diffraction rings
and show no visible signs of anisotropy. Four of them are
shown in Fig. 9A–D. Except for one image (Fig. 9B), where
only one ring is visible, all the other micrographs show
some signal up to the high spatial frequencies delineated
by the annular mask (outer radius of 0.18 in normalized
frequency units, which corresponds to a spatial frequency
of 1/8.83 Å�1 for the data set used in this paper). Note that
the maximum NCC value is only 0.726 (Fig. 9D) while it
was 0.97 in case of simulated isotropic images. The main
reason for this difference is a much lower real SNR, which
makes imperfections of the PSD estimate stronger than
those in the simulated case. These imperfections seem also
to be enhanced after processing of the PSDs using our
enhancement algorithm (Fig. 5C and D vs. Fig. 5E and F).

After ranking enhanced PSDs according to increasing
NCC values, it becomes easy to draw a discriminating line
between isotropic and anisotropic images. Moreover, if a
sufficient amount of data is present, one can also raise
his/her standard of quality accordingly by selecting a
higher discriminating threshold NCC value. By visual
inspection, we selected a NCC value of 0.275 as the
threshold below which 35 GltS micrographs were sorted



Fig. 9. Four out of 16 global enhanced PSDs of the glutamate synthase
complex that were sorted as having the highest NCC values (from 0.580 to
0.726), presenting no visible sign of anisotropy.

Fig. 10. Four out of 16 local enhanced PSDs of the glutamate synthase
complex that were sorted as having the lowest NCC values (from 0.047 to
0.054), presenting drift (A–C) or no visible diffraction rings (D).
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as anisotropic. Using this fast and simple tool, we success-
fully sorted 142 out of 151 entire GltS micrographs (the
accuracy of sorting was assessed by visual inspection). This
experiment showed therefore that the NCC could be used
as an efficient tool in sorting PSDs with a low SNR.

As expected, a few micrographs were uneasy to sort as
isotropic or anisotropic as a whole. We supposed that some
micrographs were heterogeneous and could simultaneously
have some isotropic and some anisotropic local areas. Also,
averaging of local spectra with different defocus values may
lead to an anisotropic spectrum and, consequently, to a low
NCC value. To detect main defocus variations within
micrographs as well as local drift, we propose inspection
of local areas beside inspection of entire micrographs.

3.3.2. Sorting of local areas

We started this study by determining the minimum size
of local areas producing the spectra of size 512 · 512 pixels
of a quality that was acceptable for sorting purposes. It
turned out that this size was 3840 · 3840 pixels, which cor-
responded to 15 · 15 overlapping sub-areas of size
512 · 512 pixels for periodogram averaging. We then divid-
ed each GltS micrograph into four, five, or six local areas,
depending on the size of the micrograph. This made a total
of 866 local areas or 866 corresponding enhanced PSDs to
be sorted. The NCC between each local enhanced PSD and
its 90� rotated copy was again used to rank the images.
One-half of the 16 PSDs associated with the lowest NCC
values now corresponds to strongly drifted images (three
different directions of drift are presented in Fig. 10A–C)
while the other half shows hardly visible diffraction rings
(an example is shown in Fig. 10D). When comparing these
images with the enhanced PSDs computed on whole micro-
graphs (Fig. 8), we see that they clearly have a lower SNR,
but the signal is still strong enough for checking anisotrop-
ic features.

Similarly, 16 enhanced PSDs with the highest NCC val-
ues (four of them are shown in Fig. 11A–D) seem noisier
than the ones computed from whole micrographs
(Fig. 9). Hence, the highest NCC value is now only 0.525
while it was 0.726 previously. Nevertheless, the isotropy
of the enhanced PSDs is still very good, though diffraction
rings are less easy to spot. We selected a NCC value of 0.12
(minimum acceptable value of the threshold according to
Section 2.2) as the threshold value separating 547 isotropic
from 319 anisotropic areas. A visual inspection revealed 38
ambiguously sorted areas out of 866 with this single thresh-
old approach, which is still a success rate of 95.6%.

To better understand how local and global PSDs could
produce contradictory results, we checked the PSDs of
local areas originating from the same micrographs. In most
cases, the areas were uniformly isotropic or uniformly
anisotropic. However, in almost 30% of the micrographs,
both behaviours were simultaneously visible. Indeed, when
considering the origins of the anisotropic local areas, it
turned out that 155 out of 319 anisotropic areas came from
33 micrographs sorted as anisotropic while the remaining
164 anisotropic local areas came from 49 micrographs sort-
ed as isotropic in Section 3.3.1.

For instance, we shown in Fig. 12 local enhanced PSDs
of a micrograph, of which the global enhanced PSD is
shown in Fig. 5E. Two areas located at the right-hand side



Fig. 11. Four out of 16 local enhanced PSDs of the glutamate synthase
complex that were sorted as having the highest NCC values (from 0.351 to
0.525), presenting no visible sign of anisotropy.
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of this micrograph seem to have a good degree of isotropy
(Fig. 12C and F) but there seems to be also a gradient of
anisotropy towards the left-hand side of the micrograph
producing the areas from slightly drifted (Fig. 12A, B,
and E) to strongly drifted (Fig. 12D). We could therefore
say that the right-hand side of this micrograph is good
but that there is also some charging effect inducing a strong
drift near the lower-left corner of the micrograph. This
Fig. 12. Local enhanced PSDs of a micrograph whose global enhanced PSD is
the micrograph, with associated NCC values (from 0.072 to 0.316). Note that th
PSD.
local drift is however not visible in the global enhanced
PSD (Fig. 5E). Thus, it is only when using local PSD
assessment that one can detect such anisotropic features.
However, since both local and global PSDs convey impor-
tant information, we recommend examination of both.

4. Conclusions

We presented a novel strategy for improvement of the
visibility of diffraction rings in the power spectrum density
(PSD) image for sorting cryo-electron micrographs and
their local areas. The purpose of this sorting is to identify
diffracting areas containing information that will not intro-
duce errors in 3D reconstruction. Although relatively sim-
ple, the normalized cross-correlation (NCC) between the
enhanced PSDs and their copies rotated by 90� proved to
be a fast and reliable way to distinguish anisotropic PSDs
from isotropic ones. The NCC-based sorting is a semi-au-
tomatic method since it requires the user to set a threshold
below which micrographs or their areas will be rejected.
However, it is fast and easy to deal with since it is not para-
metric. Moreover, a display of enhanced PSDs ranked
according to increasing NCC values facilitates interpreta-
tion of sorting results by the experimenter. We tested the
method using synthetic images as well as using cryo-elec-
tron micrographs of glutamate synthase complex on con-
ventional holey-carbon grids without additional carbon
film. We successfully sorted 142 out of 151 micrographs
and 828 out of 866 local areas, and demonstrated the coex-
istence of isotropic and anisotropic local areas on around
30% of micrographs.

Also, we showed the performances of our method
for enhancement of diffraction rings on cryo-electron
shown in Fig. 5E. Six enhanced PSDs corresponding to six local areas of
e drift present in local enhanced PSDs is not visible in the global enhanced
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micrographs of a buffer solution as well as on those of
pure water. These tests show that a buffer solution still
produces clearly visible diffraction rings in absence of
protein. Conversely, the experiments with pure water
show that ice thickness has the greatest influence on
the visibility of diffraction rings. These results recom-
mend the use of thin ice for 3D reconstruction since it
produces visible rings while thick ice does not. At first
sight, it seems counterintuitive that thin ice provides bet-
ter diffraction patterns than thick ice. However, we may
perhaps explain it by ‘‘defocus spread effect’’, which
could cause the resulting power spectrum to be an aver-
age of power spectra with different defocuses correspond-
ing to different layers of vitreous ice. Shifted oscillations
of the corresponding CTF curves would thus cancel each
other at high spatial frequencies. They would also atten-
uate the resulting CTF envelope at low spatial frequen-
cies and, consequently, reduce the signal-to-noise ratio
at these frequencies. We are going to explore this possi-
bility in the future work.

Our algorithm for diffraction rings enhancement is freely
available as a part of the Xmipp image processing package
(Sorzano et al., 2004) and is also freely available for imple-
menting in other image processing packages.
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